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	A step-by-step, practical tutorial with a no-nonsense approach. The book starts by showing readers how to create a playable game that is fully-functioning, then moves on to demonstrate how to fine-tune the game with eye-catching graphics techniques, audio-effects and more. This book is for indie and existing game developers and those who want to get started with game development using Stencyl. Some understanding of Objective-C, C++, and game development basics is recommended. People with some programming experience may also find this book useful.
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The Shellcoder's Handbook: Discovering and Exploiting Security HolesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
The black hats have kept up with security enhancements. Have you?
   In the technological arena, three years is a lifetime. Since the first edition of this book was published in 2004, built-in security measures on compilers and operating systems have become commonplace, but are still far from perfect. Arbitrary-code execution...
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Locally Convex Spaces (Graduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2013

	For most practicing analysts who use functional analysis, the restriction to Banach spaces seen in most real analysis graduate texts is not enough for their research. This graduate text, while focusing on locally convex topological vector spaces, is intended to cover most of the general theory needed for application to other areas of...
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Practical Web Database DesignApress, 2003

	Although many web professionals will have incorporated a database into a web site before, they may not have much experience of designing them - this book will teach you all you need to know about designing a database for use with a web site or web application. From first principles to designing a successful web database, this book will show...
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Cornea: Fundamentals of Clinical Ophthalmology Series (Fundamentals of Clinical Opthalmology)BMJ Books, 2001


	This book is part of a series of ophthalmic monographs, written for ophthalmologists in training and

	general ophthalmologists wishing to update their knowledge in specialised areas. The emphasis of

	each is to combine clinical experience with the current knowledge of the underlying disease processes.
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The Finite Element Method and Applications in Engineering Using ANSYS®Springer, 2015

	This textbook offers theoretical and practical knowledge of the finite element method. The book equips readers with the skills required to analyze engineering problems using ANSYS®, a commercially available FEA program. Revised and updated, this new edition presents the most current ANSYS® commands and ANSYS® screen shots, as well...
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Information Systems Development: Advances in Theory, Practice, and EducationPlenum US, 2005
This volume is comprised of the proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Information Systems Development held August 26th-28th, 2004, at Vilnius Gediminas Technical University, Vilnius, Lithuania. The aim of this volume is to provide a forum for the research and practices addressing current issues associated with Information Systems...
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